FULL DC INVERTER, T1, 50Hz, HEAT PUMP SERIES

FULL DC INVERTER
MAIN FEATURES

|

‣Full DC Control

‣Optimized Pipeline Design

Equipped with high efficiency DC Inverter compressor, DC

The design ensures the sub-cooling and enhances

fan motor and with advanced 180° sine wave vector driver

the cooling capacity by separating the refrigerant

and DC expansion valve.

inlet and outlet.

‣DC inverter compressor
Twin rotary DC inverter compressor is used. The output of
the outdoor unit can be adjusted precisely according to the

Ambient temperature

energy demanded.

High eficiency DC motor:
- Creative motor core design
- High density neodymium magnet
- Concentrated type stator - Wider operating
frequency range

Better balance and Extremely Low Vibration:
- Twin eccentric cams

‣ Simulation Technology
Via analysing piping stress distribution, piping
amplitude and displacement in transportation
and operation, the reliability has been improved
greatly.

- 2 balance weights
Highly Stable Moving Parts:
- Optimal material matching rollers and vanes
Compressor(Twin Rotary) structure

- Optimize compressor drive technology
- Highly robust bearings
- Compact structure

DC inverter compressor uses 180°sine wave vector con

‣Reliability
Stable cooling under -5°C and heating under
-15°C outdoor environment temperature.

‣DC fan motor
High eficiency stepless DC fan motor saved power up to
50%.
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FULL DC INVERTER, T1, 50Hz, HEAT PUMP SERIES

360° CASSETTE
| MAIN FEATURES
‣ 360° Panel.

‣Built-in Drain Pump

Designed with 360° air discharge, large corner air flow outlet

All units come with standard built-in drain pump that can lift drain

with auto air swing function to provide smooth and high dis-

water up to 1.2m height from the drain pan.

charge air flow.
Aerodynamic turbo fan enhance strong air flow for better air
circulation and air distribution.

‣Fire Proof Electrical Box

Fire proof electrical box enhance electrical safety and designed with
maintenance friendly.

‣

Fresh Air Intake
Fresh air makes indoor air more healthy, fresh and confortable.
Pre-cut fresh air hole

‣Pre-cut Extended Duct Hole

Cool air can be duct to any corner for
better and flexible air distribution.
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Notes:
1. The above design and specification are subject to change prior notice for product improvement.
2. Cooling conditions: Indoor air temperature 27°C DB/19°C WB, Outdoor air temperature 35°C DB/24°C WB
3. Heating conditions: Indoor air temperature 20°C DB, Outdoor air temperature 7°C DB/6°C WB
4. Noise is tested in a full-anechoic test room.

